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She's a reporter, he's a bodyguard. When these two run into each other for the first time in five years, sparks fly. A lot
can happen in five years. Can love overcome past hurts?

LOVE'S RETURNLOVE'S RETURN is book one of the Christian romance series, PROTECTED BY LOVEPROTECTED BY LOVE by T.K. Chapin. Follow the

lives of the men and women working for WIN bodyguard agency as they face the challenges of faith, love and life.

The PROTECTED BY LOVE PROTECTED BY LOVE series is a spin-off of the best-selling DIAMOND LAKE DIAMOND LAKE series and the book IN HISIN HIS
LOVELOVE. 

Five years ago, Jessica and Kirk were headed the same direction but on two separate paths. Jessica claiming her

independence; Kirk chasing a professional hockey career. Sharing more than just a car ride, they found themselves

longing for something more but decided to part ways.

Five years later.

Jessica McColler focuses all her energy on her current job as a reporter for a Christian magazine. She has friends,

supportive family and a job she finds purpose in, all seems perfect. Then one day everything changes when her life is

suddenly shaken to its core.

Enter Kirk Dekker. Hockey never happened for him, but he did find fulfillment in his life for a time. When the

unthinkable happens and brings him to his knees, he questions if he'll ever overcome the pain. 
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A lot can happen in five years. Sometimes it’s good, sometimes it’s bad.

God's love can return to our lives when we allow Him into our hearts, minds and soul. It's only through the softening

of our heart can we find the healing that we need.

From the best-selling Christian Romance author T.K. Chapin comes a love story that will keep you turning the pages

until the very end. Heartwarming and inspirational, Love's Return will remind you of the beauty of God's ultimate

plan for each one of our lives.

(Book 1) Love's Return - https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0771RQ4FJ/

(Book 2) Love's Promise - https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0774K2XQ5/

(Book 3) Love's Protection - https://www.amazon.com/dp/B077YRNRN2/
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